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THE DIGAMMA, KOPPA, AND SAMPI AS NUMERALS
IN GREEK.

IT is universally held and in all classical Greek Grammars taught that
in their numeral system, the ancient Greeks denoted the figure for 6 by the
digamma or vau, that for 90 by the koppa, and that for 900 by the sampi or sanpi.
On a closer examination, however, this doctrine proves erroneous and requires
correction.

To begin with, we know that the Greeks of the classical period used the
figures TTI for 6, RAAAA for 90, and |~H(or R)HHHH for 900. As a matter of
fact, the symbols F and ° were never counted among the Greek numerals, evidently
because they had become extinct long before Eucleidian times (403 B.C.), and so
had found no place, even as letters, in the Eucleidian or new Attic alphabet. As
to the numeral system which used c (also pi, later ?") for 6, and ° (later <| or q)
for 90, then m (also f, later %) for 900, it sprang up in Alexandrian times—in
the first half of the third century B.C.—probably in Alexandria itself (Meisterhans3

11, note 41 ; see also T. M. Thompson, Palaeography p. 104)—whence it seems to
have worked its way into the other Greek centres, Athens adopting it about the
middle of the first century B.C. (Meisterhans3 n , 6).

This Alexandrian system of numerals was decimal and had, as is well known,
27 symbols or figures accented and arranged in three parallel columns, the first
column denoting the units, the second the tenths, and the third the hundreds, viz. :
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Let us now see whether the traditional doctrine still obtaining is correct
which says that c (for 6), ° (for 90), and m (crafnri, for 900) are identical with
the archaic letters F, f, and J or J, We know that these letters, the supposed
prototypes of the Alexandrian figures C ([ l ) . ? > T1 (TO> became extinct several
centuries before the appearance of the above Alexandrian or decimal system
which contained the above 27 symbols. In particular we know that the old
koppa (<p) was a dead letter in classical antiquity (A. Gercke, Abriss 85, 92,
Brugmann Greek Grammar% 38), whereas the adv was merely an ancient Doric
name for atyfia, Hdt. I. 139: TOSVTO ypd/.i/j,a TO Awptees fiev aav Kakeovai, "Ia>ve<; Be
alypa. So too Athen. 11. 37 (p. 467 A) : TO Be aav avrl TOV ffiy/ia elprjicaaiv—
Koi Toix; ijnrov? TOU? TO C iyicexapay/J,evov e^o^Ta? a a ft, <f>6pa<; icdKovaiv. So
further 10. 81 (p. 454) ; then Schol. in Ar. Nub. 23 and 122. Suid. s.v. aa/x-
<f>6pa<i : elBos XTTTTOV i<y/cexapay/j,ivov TO C arj/xelov ol Be Aupteli TO C aav
\eyovaiv.

In these circumstances it may be worth our while to investigate the subject for
the benefit of our younger Greek scholars, who meet the above symbols as numerals
in their Greek grammar.

Three serious difficulties are raised by the time-honoured belief that the
archaic or pre-Eucleidian letters ° (ico-ir-ira), F (Blya/Mfia) and ^ (adv) reappeared
in Alexandrian times as numerals or figures: (1) by the intrinsic improbability
that the Alexandrian Greeks, after inventing a host of grammatical, musical, and
other signs, were at a loss concerning the three numeral symbols in question ; (2)
by the difficulty of realizing how the signs ° F ,̂ which, in old Attic times, never
had acted as numeral ciphers but only as phonetic symbols or letters, should, many
centuries after, be revived in Alexandria as figures, that is in a function totally
different from that which they originally had; and (3) by the difficulty of
accounting for the alphabetic place of the said symbols in the Alexandrian numeral
system. It looks certainly odd how the primordial letter koppa ( ° ) should, after
it became extinct before the sixth century B.C., reappear, three centuries after, in
Alexandria and that as a figure, taking the eighteenth place in the Alexandrian and
Byzantine numeral alphabet of the 27 symbols. True, the original shape of the
figure, ° , its place after TT, and its name ' koppa,' prima facie seem to leave no
reasonable doubt as to its identity with the Latin Q,1 and to its descent or revival
from the primordial ° (KOTTTTO, the Phenician Qoph); but both the shape and the
arithmetic value of the Alexandrian symbol 7 (later diffentiated to C| and q) for
90 prove it to be simply an I (iota) carrying on the top the letter © or o (theta),
which was then often written without the central dot or horizontal stroke
(Larfeld Gr. Epigr. pp. 533 f.). Now we should recollect here that in their system of
multiplication the ancient (Alexandrian) Greeks used to write the multiplicator
above or upon the multiplicand, thus : M for SI? (/3') pvpia (/*'), that is 2 x 10,000 =
20,000; M for e/caTovTaicK; {p) fivpia that is iooX 10,000= 1,ooo.ooo (whence

1 Compare Quint. 1. 4. 9 : koppa apud Graecos nunc tantum in numero manet.
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Koraes coined the modern Greek term TO e/caTofipvpiov for a ' million'). On
this system, then, 9 o r ? means ei/a/a? &etca (9 x 10), that is ivevr/KovTa (90).

Regarding the old digamma, considered in its Alexandrian function as a
figure, the error is no less striking. For we know that the digamma F had from
the outset the shape of two gammas ff, one placed upon the other (f) and that,
like the ^, it never had a place in the Eucleidian or (new) Attic alphabet, neither
as a letter nor as a numeral. On the other hand, its supposed Alexandrian
progeny or substitute had the shape of : or p| , thus forming two reverted gammas
either joined one upon the other: z or intertwisted f]. Now as one gamma
(|~) has the arithmetic value of 'three' (3), two gammas naturally equal two threes
or a six (f = 3, C or [=|=6); from which we realize that this numerical symbol
([ or p]) has nothing in common with the ancient digamma (F). Indeed, even the
name points to a different origin. For while the ancient digamma (f) was so
called from its shape as a double gamma (f), the numeral symbol C or fi went
by the name iiria-q^ov (apparently sometimes also <ya/u,(fi)el;), its name o-Tiyfia
(formed after <rl<yfia) having arisen in late Byzantine times—after the seventh
century A.D.—from its shape g" which then resembled the ligature <7 (for CTT), then
generally current in the MSS.1

Still more curious is the history of the sambi 3 = 900). Its original or
Alexandrian shape was T>, a form which gave rise to its tracing back to the
Phenician letter shin (T). This outward resemblance, however, is accidental, as
accidental as was the resemblance of ° to the primordial koppa. And this accidental
character appears both from its name as well as from its function, seeing that the Greek
sampi or sanpi is not called aiv from ' shin,' and that the Phenician numeral system
cannot be brought into line with that of the Greeks (P. Schroder, DiePhon. Sprache,
table C). Indeed the Greek name cra/nrl or a-afiirel which is supposed to
come from <rav + 7rl(7reT) is a play of imagination, seeing that aav + TTI would have
produced <nrav or airl, just as a + r produced <rTt<yfia (after aiy/ia). As a matter
of fact, the numeral symbol m is a genuine Greek invention : it is a triple Tau (TTT)
or a pi (n) with a middle (central) leg, as Galen himself says (xvii. 1. 525 Kiihn):
6 TOV TT ^apaKTrjp e^<ov op6lav fie<rr}v 'ypafiiMtjv, o>9 evioi <ypd<f>ov<ri TOV T&V evaicocrLaiv

XapaKTrjpa. Now a capital' n with a middle perpendicular stroke' naturally forms
a triple Tau (m), which threefold T in the cursive hand had its side strokes curved.
Accordingly the symbol n-> assumed the rounded shape T and this again gradually—
since Byzantine times—became ^, that is a backward slanting n, then called irapa-
Kvlafia (not a-afiirl!), that is a TrapaxXivov yevvr)fia, a slanting letter. Schol. in Dion
Thr. p. 496, S (ed. Hilgard) : rypafifiara Se ical ra irapa ~KaXZaloi<; ical Alyv7rTioi<; /cat

1 The above curious facts—the formation of ° their despair, to have recourse to the revival of the
from I and O , and of C or [^ from FT—makes then obsolete or rather long extinct H, and that they
me sceptical about the view generally held that, in transformed it from a previous rough breathing (H = h)
their palmiest days, the Athenians, being incapable into a future letter (H = *?). Compare on this subject
of inventing a special phonetic symbol for the letter my Hist. Greek Grammar, p. 531.
eta (B or H), or to evolve 0 out of El, decided, in
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Tiva erepa, TO BCyafifia teal TO Koirira ical TO tcakovfievov irapaxvia/ia. So too
Cramer's An. Gr. iv. p. 325, 33. It seems, then, that, as the symbol ^ looked like
a (slanting) TT, it was named, in late Byzantine times (after the thirteenth century)
a-a/jL-n-i, apparently from &>]<r av irl, that is a ' n-Hke' letter (Thompson I.e.). Be this
as it may, the term sampi, whether it came from aav + irl or from &>]<r av irl, is a
worthless coinage of the Middle Ages and should disappear from our Greek
grammars, making room for the proper term irapaicviafia.

A. N. JANNARIS.
Canea, Crete.


